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Multiple quantum magic-angle spinning using rotary resonance excitation
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We have discovered rotary resonances between rf field strength,v1 , and magic-angle spinning
~MAS! frequency,vR , which dramatically enhance the sensitivity of triple quantum preparation and
mixing in the multiple-quantum MAS experiment, particularly for quadrupolar nuclei having low
gyromagnetic ratios or experiencing strong quadrupole couplings. Triple quantum excitation
efficiency minima occur when 2v15nvR , wheren is an integer, with significant maxima occurring
between these minima. For triple quantum mixing we observe maxima whenv15nvR . In both
preparation and mixing the pulse lengths required to reach maxima exceed one rotor period. We
have combined these rotary resonance conditions into a new experiment called FASTER MQ-MAS,
and have experimentally demonstrated a factor of 3 enhancement in sensitivity in comparison to
conventional MQ-MAS. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1333407#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of multiple-quantum magic-ang
spinning~MQ-MAS! ~Refs. 1 and 2! for obtaining high reso-
lution solid-state NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei thr
approaches have gained widespread use for the prepar
and mixing of multiple quantum coherences. The fi
approach3,4 is the use of a single pulse whose duration
much shorter than the rotor period for both preparation
mixing periods in MQ-MAS.2,5–7 The rf field strength re-
quirements for this approach are high, with many syste
requiring field strengths of 150 kHz or greater. In additio
high MAS spinning speeds, which average away the fi
order quadrupolar couplings, require even greater rf fi
strengths8,9 to maintain the same excitation efficiency. A se
ond approach, called RIACT,10 uses an adiabatic coheren
transfer between triple quantum and single quantum co
ences induced by the MAS motion.11 Once again, adiabatic
ity constraints often require high rf field strengths whi
must increase with spinning speed to maintain adiabatic
More recently, a third approach12–14 using fast amplitude
modulation has been shown to be a more effective propa
tor for mixing. The mechanism for this enhancement h
been explained14 as coherence transfers induced by the ad
batic motion of the rotor,11,15 a mechanism similar to that o
RIACT,10 but significantly more efficient. In all three ap
proaches the need for high rf field strengths can lead to
nificant sensitivity problems, particularly for quadrupolar n
clei having low gyromagnetic ratios or experiencing stro
quadrupole couplings.

In this letter we present a new approach for the prepa
tion and mixing of multiple quantum coherences that e
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ploits a rotary resonance between the rf field strength and
sample rotation under magic-angle spinning. We call t
approach FAst Spinning gives Transfer Enhancement at
tary resonance~FASTER!. FASTER has an important advan
tage over all previous approaches that significant sensiti
gains can be found at dramatically lower rf field strengt
particularly when employing MAS probes that exploit rece
technological improvements in sample spinning rates.16

II. EXPERIMENT

87Rb MQ-MAS NMR experiments were performed
196.367 MHz on a Bruker AVANCE-600 spectrometer a
at 130.932 MHz on a Bruker DSX-400 spectrometer, b
employing a MAS probe with 2.5 mm o.d. rotors. rf fie
strengths up tov1/2p5125 kHz were obtained on th
AVANCE-600, and up tov1/2p5200 kHz on the DSX-400.
rf field strengths were calibrated by measuring the pulse
ration for 360° pulses for a 0.5 M aqueous solution
RbNO3. Spinning frequencies were stable within610 Hz.
Polycrystalline RbClO4 was obtained from a commercia
source and used without further purification. The rotary re
nance behavior outlined in this letter can be easily adap
for any of the current MQ-MAS pulse sequences2,5–7,14,17,18

which utilize single pulse preparation andDp562 and64
mixing.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the first single pulse preparation and mixing MQ
MAS experiments it was assumed that the pulse lengths w
sufficiently short that the MAS time dependence in the fi
order quadrupolar interaction could be ignored.2,5,7

Amoureuxet al.,8 however, showed that this approximatio
breaks down rather rapidly and within one-tenth of a ro
period significant losses in triple quantum excitation e
ciency as compared to a static sample are observed. S

rt-
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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4619J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 10, 8 March 2001 Multiple quantum magic-angle spinning NMR
these sensitivity losses increase with increasing spinn
speed we decided to numerically and experimentally inv
tigate whether rotary resonance conditions exist that m
recouple the first-order quadrupolar interaction, and thus
prove the efficiency of multiple quantum transfer.

Employing numerical density matrix simulations of
polycrystalline sample containing spinI 53/2 nuclei with the
quadrupolar coupling parametersCq53.2 MHz and hq

50.21~i.e., those of87Rb in RbClO4) we calculated the evo
lution of the fictitious spin half19,20 complex observable

^I1
124~ t !&5Tr$r~ t !I1

124% ~1!

obtained from an initial equilibrium density matrix ofreq

5I z for the preparation, and the evolution of the fictitio
spin half complex observables

^I6
223~ t !&5Tr$r~ t !I6

223% ~2!

obtained from an initial density matrix ofr05I1
124 for the

Dp522 and14 mixing. The time dependent Hamiltonia
employed in these calculations was

H~ t !5Hq
~1!~ t !1Hq

~2!~ t !1\v1I x , ~3!

where the first-order and second-order quadrupolar Ham
nians are given by21

Hq
~1!~ t !/\5vqA2,0~ t !T2,0, ~4!

and

Hq
~2!/\52

vq
2

v0
(

k51,2

A2,k~ t !A2,2k~ t !@T2,k ,T2,2k#

k
. ~5!

A static field strength of 9.4 T, orv0/2p5131.364 MHz was
employed. These calculations were performed as a func
of pulse length and rf field strength for a static sample, an
various different sample spinning frequencies. All simu
tions were based on a full density matrix calculation a
were averaged over 3722 crystallite orientations. The c
tinuous motion of the rotor was approximated by discretiz
each rotor period into 250 smaller time independent perio
A step size of 500 Hz was used when scanning through th
field strength dimension.

Two-dimensional contour plots of the magnitude
these complex observables are shown in Figs. 1 and 3
spinning speeds ofvR/2p510, 20, 30, and 40 kHz. Above
each contour plot is a skyline projection22 onto the rf field
strength axis, showing the signal maximum at each rf fi
strength. For comparison the skyline projection of sig
maxima under static sample conditions is also shown in g
in each plot. All data are plotted using the same intens
scale for direct comparison. For the preparation this sc
was set by a theoretical maximum ofu^I1

124&umax

5Tr(I zI z
124)51.5, which assumes that the triple quantu

coherence created during the single pulse comes pred
nantly from the equilibrium polarization associated with t
m563/2 states. This assumption was confirmed when p
nearly identical to those of Fig. 1 were obtained using
initial density matrix ofr053I z

124, that is, with the centra
transition ‘‘saturated.’’ In contrast, triple quantum coheren
of negligible intensity was obtained when using an init
Downloaded 02 Mar 2001 to 128.146.33.73. Redistribution subject to
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density matrix ofr05I z
223 in an otherwise identical calcula

tion. Thus, in the discussions to follow the percent efficien
for triple quantum excitation will correspond t
^u(I1

124&u/u^I1
124&umax)3100%. For the mixing we use a the

oretical maximum ofu^I6
223&umax51, which assumes com

plete transfer ofp513 triple quantum coherence to eithe
p511 or 21 central transition coherence. Only data for t
u^I2

223&u observable~i.e., Dp522 mixing! is shown in Fig.
3. In regard to rotary resonance behavior the results obta
for the^I1

223& observable~i.e.,Dp514 mixing! were nearly
identical to theDp522 mixing data. With these assump
tions, the percent efficiency of triple quantum to single qua
tum mixing, in the discussions to follow, corresponds
(u^I6

223&u/u^I6
223&umax)3100%.

A. Triple quantum preparation

In static samples we obtain the well known result2,23 that
the maximum triple quantum signal~shown as gray line in
skyline projections of Fig. 1! is created using short puls
lengths at high rf field strengths. In this case the high
triple quantum excitation efficiency is reached in the 10
200 kHz rf field strength range and is approximately 48%

FIG. 1. Simulated two-dimensional contour plots of the magnitude of tri
quantum coherence prepared as a function of pulse length and rf
strength at four different sample spinning frequencies~A! 10 kHz, ~B! 20
kHz, ~C! 30 kHz, and~D! 40 kHz. Equally spaced contour levels starting
10% of u^I1

124&umax5Tr(I zI z
124)51.5, are shown in 5% increments. Abov

each contour plot is a skyline projection onto the rf field strength a
showing the signal maximum at each rf field strength. For comparison
skyline projection of signal maxima under static sample conditions is a
shown in gray.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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the theoretical maximum. Considering the effect of sam
rotation and focusing on the high rf field strength region
150–200 kHz in the skyline projections of Figs. 1~A!–1~D!
one sees that triple quantum excitation efficiency decrea
systematically with increasing sample spinning frequen
When vR/2p reaches 40 kHz the triple quantum excitati
efficiency has dropped to approximately 20% atv1/2p
5200 kHz. This is consistent with the sensitivity loss und
high speed MAS conditions as documented by Amoure
et al.8

On examination of the long pulse length and low rf fie
strength region of 0–100 kHz we observe maxima in tri
quantum excitation whose positions in thev1 dimension
scale with sample spinning speed. On this basis we ass
that the mechanism for this excitation belongs to a type
rotary resonance. While we do not have a full theoreti
understanding of this effect, we can discuss several notew
thy aspects apparent in Fig. 1. Most importantly, in this
tary resonance we observe minima in the triple quantum
citation when 2v15nvR , wheren is an integer. Maxima in
triple quantum excitation occur between these minima. Cl
examination of the position of the maxima in thev1 dimen-
sion reveals no simple relationship for their prediction.
Table I are the positions of the global maxima inv1 for each
spinning speed investigated. At the lowest spinning sp
(vR/2p510 kHz) the maxima occur roughly midway be
tween the rotary resonance minima~see Fig. 1!, with the
global maximum of 19.2% efficiency occurring aroun
v1/2p522 kHz where thev1 /vR ratio is 2.2. Increasing the
spinning speed tovR/2p520 kHz a global maximum of
28.8% is obtained atv1/2p553 kHz wherev1 /vR52.65.
WhenvR/2p530 and 40 kHz global maxima of 36.4% an
42.2% are obtained whenv1/2p550 kHz and 31.5 kHz, i.e.
at the lower ratios ofv1 /vR51.67 and 0.79, respectively
Simulations at higher, albeit currently impractical, spinni
speeds reveal even greater rotary resonance enhancem
While the v1 /vR ratio needed to reach the global rota
resonance maximum generally decreases with spinn
speed, it does not scale continuously, but remains some
constant over a range of spinning speeds and then shifts
continuously to lower values as the spinning speed increa
We also observe that the excitation efficiency at the glo
maximum increases with spinning speed at the lower s

TABLE I. Triple quantum excitation efficiency, 100%3(u^I1
124&u/1.5), ob-

tained at the rotary-resonance global maximum obtained for each spin
speed. The next highest rotary-resonance maximum is shown in parenth

vR/2p ~kHz! v1
max/2p ~kHz! v1

max/vR tp
max/TR % Efficiency

10 22.0 ~31.0! 2.20 ~3.10! 1.7 ~2.3! 19.2 ~18.5!
20 53.0 ~33.5! 2.65 ~1.68! 2.0 ~2.0! 28.8 ~27.7!
30 50.0 ~37.0! 1.67 ~1.23! 2.0 ~3.0! 36.4 ~35.7!
40 31.5 ~66.0! 0.79 ~1.65! 3.0 ~2.0! 42.2 ~39.5!
50 39.0 ~67.5! 0.78 ~1.35! 3.0 ~2.0! 49.2 ~44.0!
60 46.0 ~81.0! 0.77 ~1.35! 3.0 ~2.0! 50.8 ~33.9!
70 53.0 ~114.0! 0.76 ~1.63! 3.0 ~2.0! 47.6 ~29.3!
80 60.0 ~109.0! 0.75 ~1.36! 3.0 ~2.0! 58.3 ~45.0!
90 68.0 ~26.0! 0.76 ~0.29! 3.0 ~6.0! 44.6 ~30.4!

100 74.0 ~137.0! 0.74 ~1.37! 3.0 ~2.0! 60.4 ~45.5!
110 82.0 ~26.0! 0.75 ~0.25! 3.0 ~7.0! 49.8 ~39.6!
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ning speeds and then levels off and undergoes oscillation
the higher spinning speeds. Preliminary investigations sh
that the optimumv1 /vR ratio increases with the size of th
quadrupolar coupling constant and further investigations
this dependence are in progress.

An intriguing feature of these rotary resonances is t
little or no evidence of their existence begins until the pu
length exceeds one rotor period. For pulse lengths less
one rotor period one observes a monotonic increase in e
tation efficiency with increasing rf field strength. The pul
lengths required to reach the enhancement maxima gene
occur at or very close to two or higher integer multiples
the rotor period. Certain resonances, i.e.,v1 /vR values,
seem to favor a specific number of rotor periods to reach
maximum. For the system considered in this study we wo
conclude that only pulse lengths of two or three rotor perio
would need to be considered experimentally. These max
typically fall at the top of the first oscillation of the triple
quantum coherence during the pulse. The period of osc
tion in the pulse length dimension is quite slow, often e
tending over many rotor periods, particularly at the high
spinning speeds. A Fourier transform of these oscillatio
reveal that the rotary resonance nutation frequencies of
triple quantum coherences are dominated by a strong na
component at zero frequency and a broad component
5–6 kHz in this system. The zero frequency componen
quite strong, and represents a quasi-equilibrium spin-loc
triple quantum state. The magnitude of this spin-locked s
is smaller~about 30%–40% smaller! than the global maxi-
mum, but directly proportional to it as a function of spinnin
speed. The frequency of the broad component near 5–6
appears to be independent of spinning speed, but is flan
on both sides by spinning sidebands atvR/2 which diminish
in intensity with increasing spinning speed. Additional ca
culations reveal that the frequency of this broad resona
increases with lower external field strengths. In a calculat
with the second-order quadrupolar Hamiltonian omitted fro
the total Hamiltonian ~i.e., limit of high external field
strength! the broad peak becomes a broad anti-symme
pattern centered about zero frequency with singulari
around 1500 Hz. In such a limit, however, the triple quantu
excitation efficiency remains relatively unchanged, indic
ing that this rotary resonance effect is primarily due to
interaction between the first-order quadrupolar and the
Hamiltonians.

Given the need for pulse lengths greater than one ro
period and resonance widths in thev1 dimension of approxi-
mately 3 kHz in thevR/2p510 kHz case, it is not surprising
that this effect has not been observed previously at m
conventional MAS rotor speeds. The excitation efficiency
rotary resonance minima drops to about 1%, and rises
high as the levels given in Table I. That these large va
tions can occur over such a small range of rf field strength
the low spinning speeds implies that random fluctuations
rf field strength and/or spinning rate while in the rotary res
nance regime can lead to dramatic variations in sensitiv
Thus, as in most rotary resonance experiments, a stable
ning speed and a well calibrated rf field strength are ess
tial. The experimental advantage of these rotary resonan

ng
ses.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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4621J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 10, 8 March 2001 Multiple quantum magic-angle spinning NMR
however, will be greatest at the highest possible spinn
speeds. For example, atvR/2p540 kHz one would need r
field strengths well in excess of 200 kHz to match the int
sity of the rotary resonance ofv1/2p530 kHz. With recent
advances in MAS probe technology16 such speeds are now
experimentally accessible. Thus we expect these rotary r
nances will become a valuable means for efficient tri
quantum coherence preparation at high spinning speeds

To experimentally investigate this effect we employ
the shifted-echo MQ-MAS sequence as outlined by Mas
et al.5 and systematically varied the preparation pulse len
and amplitude with the mixing pulse length and amplitu
and thet1 evolution period held constant. This experime
was performed using the87Rb signal of polycrystalline
RbClO4 spinning atvR/2p530 kHz. In Figs. 2~A! and 2~B!
are experimental two-dimensional contour plots of trip
quantum coherence created with this experiment in st
field strengths of 9.4 T and 14.1 T, respectively. Addition
experimental details are given in the figure caption. As p
dicted by numerical simulations, for pulse lengths less th
one rotor period there are no rotary resonances, and inste
monotonic increase in triple quantum excitation efficien
with increasing rf field strength is observed. For pu
lengths greater than one rotor period we observe the
dicted rotary resonances with the characteristic minima
v15nvR/2. Because of instrument time constraints we w
not able to explore the full shape of the rotary resonan
Between the deepest minimum and the highest maxim
however, we observe a factor of 7 enhancement.

In the 9.4 T data the maxima occur at pulse lengths n
2 rotor periods, as predicted by simulations. In the 14.1
data, the maxima occur at pulse lengths near 3 rotor peri
revealing a slower triple quantum nutation frequency, ag

FIG. 2. Experimental two-dimensional contour plots of the magnitude
87Rb triple quantum coherence created as a function of pulse length a
field strength in polycrystalline RbClO4 spinning atvR/2p530 kHz in a
static field strength of~A! 9.4 T and~B! 14.1 T. Equally spaced contou
levels starting at 10% of maximum are shown in 5% increments. Ab
both contour plots are skyline projections onto the rf field strength a
showing the maximum signal possible at each rf field strength. In b
experiments the preparation pulse was incremented in steps of 5ms. In ~A!
the mixing pulse was held constant at 0.8ms with a rf amplitude of 200 kHz.
For each point 192 scans were acquired. A selective pulse field streng
kHz was used for the finalp pulse. In ~B! the mixing pulse was held
constant at 0.9ms and a rf amplitude of 125 kHz. For each point 240 sca
were acquired. A selective pulse field strength 25 kHz was used for the
p pulse.
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as predicted by the reduction in the second-order quadru
lar contribution to the Hamiltonian at higher field strength

B. Triple quantum mixing

A significant enhancement in multiple quantum mixin
efficiency occurs when spinning the sample at the ma
angle. This is clearly illustrated in the skyline projections
Fig. 3. In static samples we calculate a triple quantum m
ing efficiency of approximately 12% atv1/2p5200 kHz. At
the same high rf field strengths but under magic-an
sample spinning the mixing is now dominated by the RIAC
mechanism, with efficiencies of approximately 30% are o
tained for bothDp562 and64 coherence transfers.~The
Dp563 transfer efficiency, in contrast, is generally poo
about 10% atv1/2p5200 kHz. This is achieved using sho
pulses, as there is no RIACT mechanism forDp563 trans-
fers.! One can also see the ‘‘retreat’’ of the RIACT contou
towards higher rf field strengths with increasing spinni
speed. At the highest rf field strengths, however, the RIA
mixing efficiency remains constant with changing spinni
speed.

f
rf

e
,
h

30

s
al

FIG. 3. Simulated two-dimensional contour plots of central transition sin
quantum coherence after aDp522 transfer, i.e.,r5I1

124→I1
223, as a func-

tion of pulse length and rf field strength at four different sample spinn
frequencies~A! 10 kHz, ~B! 20 kHz, ~C! 30 kHz, and~D! 40 kHz. Equally
spaced contour levels starting at 10% ofu^I6

223&umax51, which assumes
complete transfer ofp513 triple quantum coherence to eitherp511 or
21 central transition coherence, are shown in 2.5% increments. Above
contour plot is a skyline projection onto the rf field strength axis, show
the maximum signal possible at each rf field strength. For comparison
skyline projection of signal maxima under static sample conditions is a
shown in gray.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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4622 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 10, 8 March 2001 Vosegaard et al.
On examination of the long pulse and the low rf fie
strength region of 0–100 kHz we again observe mixing
ficiency enhancements having the characteristic behavio
rotary resonances. In contrast to the preparation rotary r
nances, the mixing rotary resonances enhancements occ
v15nvR and provide a smaller but still significant intensi
enhancement. In general, the rotary resonance line shap
v1 are symmetric, and increase in width with increasi
spinning speed. In contrast to the preparation rotary re
nances, the variation in mixing efficiency when pass
through a rotary resonance is not as dramatic, making it
sensitive to fluctuations in rotor speed and rf field streng

In Table II are the positions of the global rotary res
nance maxima inv1 for the Dp522 and 14 coherence
transfers at each spinning speed investigated. While the
tary resonance enhancement is hardly visible atvR/2p
510 kHz, it increases with spinning speed. BeyondvR/2p
520 kHz the transfer efficiencies are similar to those o
tained with RIACT at the higher rf field strength. Once aga
the v1 /vR ratio needed to reach the global rotary resona
maximum increases discontinuously with increasing sp
ning speed, with ratios ofv1 /vR52 for spinning speeds o
40 kHz or lower, andv1 /vR51 for speeds 50 kHz o
greater.

As with the preparation rotary resonance, we observ
monotonic increase in mixing efficiency at pulse lengths l
than one rotor period, with no rotary resonance behavior
pearing until after one rotor period. The pulse lengths
quired to reach the rotary resonance maxima occur from
to 1.6 rotor periods, again at the top of the first oscillation
the single quantum coherence during the pulse. A Fou
transform of these oscillations show a strong narrow com
nent at zero frequency and a broad component near 3 kH
this system. The frequency of the broad component is in

TABLE II. Triple quantum to single quantum mixing (Dp522,14) effi-
ciency, 100%3(u^I6

223&u/0.5), obtained at the rotary-resonance glob
maximum for each spinning speed.

vR/2p ~kHz! v1
max/2p ~kHz! v1

max/vR tp
max/TR % Efficiency

10(Dp522) 20.0 2.0 1.3 9.7
10(Dp514) 20.0 2.0 1.4 9.8
20(Dp522) 40.0 2.0 1.3 23.3
20(Dp514) 40.0 2.0 1.5 23.7
30(Dp522) 59.0 2.0 1.3 26.9
30(Dp514) 59.5 2.0 1.4 27.0
40(Dp522) 78.0 2.0 1.4 26.7
40(Dp514) 77.0 1.9 1.3 26.7
50(Dp522) 51.5 1.0 1.6 29.0
50(Dp514) 50.0 1.0 1.8 28.4
60(Dp522) 62.5 1.0 1.6 28.8
60(Dp514) 61.0 1.0 1.4 28.9
70(Dp522) 72.0 1.0 1.6 28.3
70(Dp514) 69.0 0.99 1.4 29.7
80(Dp522) 82.0 1.0 1.6 31.7
80(Dp514) 79.0 0.99 1.4 32.2
90(Dp522) 92.5 1.0 1.5 28.3
90(Dp514) 87.0 0.97 1.5 29.7

100(Dp522) 91.0 0.91 1.3 33.2
100(Dp514) 95.5 1.0 1.5 36.0
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pendent of spinning speed, and increases with decrea
external static field strengths.

Although the rotary resonance enhancements in the m
ing pulse are not as strong as in the preparation, at h
spinning speeds they can still be exploited as a mean
relieving rf field strength requirements without sacrificin
sensitivity. At vR/2p540 kHz a rotary resonance mixin
with a rf field strength ofv1/2p540 kHz can provide nearly
the same sensitivity as the conventional short pulse mix
with v1/2p5100 kHz. Finally, there appears to be no si
nificant difference in mixing efficiency between theDp
522 and Dp514. Thus rotary resonance mixing shou
be well suited for hypercomplex data acquisition, where b
echo and antiecho coherence transfer pathways need to
equal transfer efficiencies.

To experimentally investigate this effect we again e
ployed the shifted-echo MQ-MAS sequence as outlined
Massiot et al.5 and systematically varied the rf amplitude
and mixing pulse lengths using the87Rb signal of polycrys-
talline RbClO4 spinning atvR/2p530 kHz. In Fig. 4 are
experimental two-dimensional contour plots of triple qua
tum coherence created as a function of pulse length an
field strength for a sample of RbClO4 spinning atvR/2p
530 kHz in a static field strength of 9.4 T and 14.1 T. A
ditional details are given in the figure caption. As predict
the mixing contour plots shows three regions of maximu
efficiency:~1! the traditional regime of high efficiency usin
high rf field strengths and short pulse lengths,~2! the RIACT
regime of high efficiency using high rf field strengths a
pulse lengths of approximately one or two thirds of a ro
period, and~3! the rotary resonance regime at low rf fie

l

FIG. 4. Experimental two-dimensional contour plots of the magnitude
87Rb central transition single quantum coherence (Dp522 pathway! cre-
ated from triple quantum coherence (p53) as a function of pulse length an
rf field strength in polycrystalline RbClO4 spinning atvR/2p530 kHz in a
static field strength of~A! 9.4 T and~B! 14.1 T. Equally spaced contou
levels starting at 10% of maximum are shown in 5% increments. Ab
both contour plots are skyline projections onto the rf field strength a
showing the maximum signal possible at each rf field strength. In b
experiments the mixing pulse was incremented in steps of 5ms. In ~A! the
preparation pulse was held constant at 2.0ms with a rf amplitude of 200
kHz. For each point 384 scans were acquired. A selective pulse
strength 30 kHz was used for the finalp pulse. In~B! the preparation pulse
was held constant at 2.7ms and a rf amplitude of 125 kHz. For each poi
384 scans were acquired. A selective pulse field strength 25 kHz was
for the finalp pulse.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 5. ~A! FASTER MQ-MAS sequence for exploiting rotary resonance sensitivity enhancement. The rf field strength of the first~preparation! pulse is
adjusted to be approximately midway between the rotary resonance conditionsv15nvR/2, and the second~mixing! pulse is adjusted to the rotary resonan
conditionv15nvR . Other than variations in rf field strength and pulse length the sequence and subsequent data processing is identical to that pr
Massiotet al. ~Ref. 5!. Phase cycle for hypercomplex acquisition is also identical to that given by Eqs.~18! and~19! in Massiotet al. ~Ref. 5!. In ~B! and~C!
are two-dimensional87Rb multiple quantum spectra of RbClO4 comparing performance of the FASTER MQ-MAS sequence to the conventional MQ-M
sequence, respectively. Both experiments were performed by acquiringt13t251283256 points using a dwell time~Ref. 24! of 66.67ms in t1 and 20ms in
t2 . In addition, a selective pulse field strength ofv1/2p530 kHz was used for the finalp pulse and 120 scans were acquired in both experiments
preparation pulse withtp575ms ~2.25 rotor periods! andv1/2p537 kHz and a mixing pulse withtm565ms ~1.95 rotor periods! andv1/2p530 kHz were
used in the FASTER experiment. Both spectra were recorded at 9.4 Tesla. In the conventional MQ-MAS spectrum a preparation pulse withtp52.0ms and
v1/2p5200 kHz and a mixing pulse withtm50.8ms andv1/2p5200 kHz were used. The sensitivity enhancement obtained with FASTER MQ-MA
approximately a factor of 3.
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strengths with maxima atv15nvR with pulse lengths longe
than one rotor period.

In both the 9.4 Tesla and 14.1 Tesla experiments
global rotary resonance maximum occurs at thev1 /vR51
ratio instead of the predictedv1 /vR52 ratio, and at pulse
lengths closer to 2 rotor periods instead of the shorter p
lengths. These differences, however, are not significant g
the small difference in the predicted enhancements with
two ratios, and the broad maxima in the pulse length dim
sion due to the slow single quantum oscillations. Most i
portantly, we see experimentally that rf field strengths n
v1/2p5100 kHz are required in the RIACT regime to mat
the sensitivity obtained withv1/2p530 kHz in the rotary
resonance regime.

C. FASTER MQ-MAS

We have combined the rotary resonance conditions
scribed above for the preparation and mixing of multip
quantum coherence into a MQ-MAS sequence ca
FASTER~FAst Spinning gives Transfer Enhancement at R
tary resonance! MQ-MAS. In this sequence the rf amplitud
of the preparation pulse is optimized by adjusting its am
Downloaded 02 Mar 2001 to 128.146.33.73. Redistribution subject to
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tude to find the global maximum between the rotary re
nance minima at 2v15nvR , and the mixing pulse ampli-
tude is adjusted to the rotary resonance conditionv1

5nvR . The pulse lengths for the preparation and mixing a
greater than one rotor period. For the preparation they are
to approximately two or three rotor periods, and for the m
ing will typically need to be optimized to somewhere with
one to three periods. In Figs. 5~B! and 5~C! are two-
dimensional87Rb multiple quantum spectra of RbClO4 com-
paring performance of the FASTER MQ-MAS sequence
the conventional single pulse preparation and mixing M
MAS sequence using the highest rf power possible, i
v1/2p5200 kHz in this case. Additional experimental d
tails are given in the caption of Fig. 5. The sensitivity e
hancement obtained with FASTER MQ-MAS is approx
mately a factor of 3 better. In addition to the sensitivi
enhancement, FASTER MQ-MAS also provides a simple
perimental protocol with preparation and mixing pul
lengths set to integer multiples of the rotor period. Moreov
the preparation and mixing pulse amplitudes are constra
by the spinning speed, and one only needs to determ
which rotary resonance condition is optimal. While FASTE
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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MQ-MAS will lead to optimum sensitivity, it still suffers
from the limitation, as with other MQ-MAS sequences, th
the integrated intensities are dependent on quadrupolar
pling parameters. Thus extracting site populations can
problematic. Determining the overall transfer efficiency f
sites with different couplings may require full density matr
simulations taking all NMR parameters in account. Fina
we note that the anisotropic line shapes obtained w
FASTER MQ-MAS are distorted, as they are with RIAC
MQ-MAS, due to varying excitation efficiencies among d
ferent crystallite orientations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Through numerical density matrix simulations and e
perimental measurements we have discovered rotary r
nances between the rf field strength and the MAS freque
that can be used to dramatically enhance the sensitivity
the triple quantum preparation and mixing in the MQ-MA
experiment, particularly for those having low gyromagne
ratios or experiencing strong quadrupole couplings. We
lieve this advance opens significant new possibilities
solid-state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei. For triple quantu
preparation we observe minima in the excitation efficien
when 2v15nvR , wheren is an integer, and maxima be
tween these minima. An intriguing feature of both the pre
ration and mixing resonances is that they do not occur u
the pulse length exceeds one rotor period. The prepara
pulse lengths required to reach these resonances occ
integer multiples of the rotor period and must be greater t
one rotor period. For triple quantum to single quantum m
ing we observe maxima in the mixing efficiency whenv1

5nvR . The mixing pulse lengths required to reach the
resonances are also greater than one rotor period. We
combined these rotary resonance conditions into an exp
ment called FASTER MQ-MAS. In an experimental com
parison of MQ-MAS sensitivities using FASTER with con
ventional high power short pulse preparation and mixing
obtained a factor of 3 enhancement in sensitivity. The
perimental setup for FASTER MQ-MAS is simple, with op
timum rf amplitudes constrained by the sample spinning
quency and the pulse lengths typically set to inte
multiples of the rotor period. Preliminary investigations ha
shown that these ideas can be extended to higher spin nu
and further work along these lines is also in progress.
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